
Improve your financial performance and 
productivity. Provide a better patient 
experience. Build a sustainable practice. 



Topbar is a decision support system designed  
to help you and your practice team. It supports  
more productive workflows, greater billing  
efficiency, and more comprehensive care - by  
better identifying patient needs.

     Get more out of yourself and your team 
     Build your patient base by identifying 
     new patients      
     Take care of your existing patients through 
     improved outreach and engagement

Say hello to Topbar  
and making better  
use of your time
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Topbar integrates with desktop medical systems (like Best Practice,  
Medical Director, and Zedmed), displaying apps to seamlessly  
augment your workflow and improve productivity

Practice  
apps

Health 
promotion  

apps

Smart
patient  
apps
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The more you engage with Topbar, the 
more you’ll discover ways to improve the 
financial performance of your practice 
and provide a better patient experience

You and each member of your team can individually customise 
Topbar to suit. Topbar comes with a growing library of apps to  
choose from. These apps utilise data in a dynamic way to provide  
a variety of insights and information.
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You control access to your data
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Topbar apps are managed by your practice. You control access to your data 
by turning apps on and off in the Topbar App Management settings. For more 
information, the Topbar Data Governance Framework is available on request. 



* aligned with the Australian Government’s Practice Incentive Program - Quality improvement

Improve quality of care

Example
Via the PIP QI app, a doctor or other care team 
member can easily view and update relevant patient 
information against specified improvement measures*.
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Example
Via the MBS Items app, a doctor can easily
identify what patient care items are outstanding
and claimable.

Save time generating a billable item
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Make better use of your time

Example 
Via the Waiting Room app, your team can identify  
and update missing demographic data when the 
patient arrives.
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Work smarter, together

Timely, actionable clinical guidance  
without interruption to your workflow
+   Maximise billing efficiencies and revenues 
+   Easily identify new patient groups
+   Streamline management plans and workflows
+   Better manage accreditation
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Patient, Provider, and Population with Pen CS 
Established in 1993, Pen CS is Australia’s leading provider of 
health analytics software for national patient to population 
analysis and reporting in primary care. Pen CS is owned, 
managed, and trusted by doctors.

Privacy and Security 
Pen CS software platforms have been 
designed and structured to ensure the 
safety, integrity, and security of patient 
data, and are compliant with the Privacy  
Act 1988, Privacy Amendment Act 2012,  
and the Privacy Regulation 2013.

Data Governance 
The Pen CS Governance Framework, 
co-designed with Dr Kean-Seng Lim and  
Dr Amandeep Hansra, is available on  
request and outlines Pen CS guiding 
principles for data governance. 

Clinical Governance 
A Clinical Advisory Committee approves 
all Topbar Apps. 

For more information, visit  
pencs.com.au
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http://pencs.com.au


Topbar is complimentary for general practices within the catchment  
area of a PHN with a Pen CS licence. A fee applies if your PHN does 
not hold a licence. Contact your PHN or Pen CS. 

visit pencs.com.au 
training, webinars, workshops 
support Australia-wide
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Request Demo

http://pencs.com.au
https://www.pencs.com.au/support/training/
mailto:support%40pencs.com.au?subject=Topbar%20Support
https://pencs.as.me/TopbarDemo

